EOY Media Girls-Engage!

WORKSHOP

Blending STEM, story and creativity, Robin Stevens Payes, author of the Edge of Yesterday teen time-travel book series, and creator of EOY Media, is now offering high-school girls a unique opportunity for creative collaboration, self-expression and publication.

Our customized STEAM “learning through story” workshops give teen girls the playbook to explore STEM, arts, creativity, and social media, with an opportunity to see their own work published through this online course.

Sessions starting soon!

* 5 live group video meetups + recordings
* Individual mentoring
* 2 great books, discount pricing
* Online publication at EOY Media

All for under $75.00

Payments accepted by cash, check, credit card, PayPal or Square. Checks payable to WordsWork Communications, LLC.

About Edge of Yesterday and EOY Media

Edge of Yesterday is a teen time-travel book adventure series about a STEAM-smart girl daring to pursue her dreams and tell her story. Sharing stories is what makes us human. MASTERY is what makes them stick. At EOY Media, we work with teens to tell their stories—and share them with the world.

Robin Stevens Payes
author | STEAM leader

Robin Stevens Payes is a science writer, STEM-education leader and social marketing consultant specializing in health, science and education. She is the author of Edge of Yesterday and Da Vinci’s Way, a time-travel adventure novel series, and creator of the EOY Media story workshops. She is also vice chair of the Girls in Technology CyberPatriot Girls program. She was nominated for Women in Technology’s 2019 Leadership Award in Entrepreneurship.